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Home is where the art is
By Emily Hill

and three-bedroom apartments
there are spread across new-build
blocks, a mews area and a restored
older building.
Hornsey Town Hall, which is
Grade II listed, was where the
borough was run until 1965, when
Hornsey became part of Haringey Council. The site then became
an arts venue and the town hall
was where rock superstars Queen
played their first concert in 1971.
It later fell into disrepair but its
arts credentials are returning.
Meanwhile, developers are capitalising on the areas of Brent and
Waltham Forest becoming the
first London boroughs of culture,
each receiving £1.35 million fund-

ing. There are a number of new
developments at Wembley Park,
in Brent, which likes to think of
itself as London’s newest creative
neighbourhood. A wide array of
cultural attractions are on offer,
including free poetry workshops,
a baking school which opens this
autumn, and a ‘summer on screen’
programme of outdoor cinema.
There is also a new theatre –
The Troubadour – that will bring
dinosaurs to life over the summer
holidays before welcoming the
National Theatre’s production of
War Horse in October.
In Waltham Forest, at the
Walthamstow Gateway development, next to Walthamstow Central station, there are one-bedroom
flats from £385,000, with Help To
Buy available. On June 22, Lon-

don’s Art Night – the capital’s largest,
free contemporary art festival – is
coming to the borough, in the form of
a series of new commissions along
and around Walthamstow High Street
and other local landmarks.
Cinemas are becoming a common
sight at some new developments,

Developers are now
including cinemas and
libraries in projects
including at Queenshurst in Kingston-upon-Thames, where Help to
Buy is available on flats from
£495,000, and shared ownership is
also on offer. But perhaps the cinema
room at the converted Denham Film
Studios in Buckinghamshire is the

ultimate location. The restored Art
Deco-style building is part of a complex where 1945’s Brief Encounter
was made and the Star Wars music
was recorded.
In North-West London, two libraries
that were closed down have now
returned under community control.
Cricklewood Library was demolished
to make way for flats but concerned
locals examined the deeds -– which
are owned by Oxford University’s All
Souls College. They contained a statement declaring that there had to be a
place of learning on the site. A crowdfunding campaign raised more than
£100,000 to provide a modern, multipurpose library. Similar moves were
made in Kensal Rise, where a library
also had deeds owned by All Souls.
So no matter what your cultural
taste happens to be – from breadmaking to books – the chances are
some developer, working with the
local community, is catering for it.

W

HEN you
think of new
flats, you will
most likely
picture a
gleaming,
state-of-theart block. Yet there are plenty of
ultra-modern flats in some of the
most distinctive historic buildings
in Britain.
The Playfair building, at the
former Donaldson’s School site in
Edinburgh, is one of the most iconic
in the Scottish capital. It was built
in the 1840s and designed in the
style of an Elizabethan palace.
When the school, which provides
education and therapy for deaf
children, left for an out-of-town
location, developer City & Country
converted the site into apartments
and communal areas within a landscaped setting.
The properties range from studios to three-bedroom homes and
mix the original windows, fireplaces and cornices with sleek
new additions. Prices at the site
start at £252,500.
Sundridge Park in Bromley,
Kent, is a beautiful Grade I listed
John Nash-designed mansion from
the 18th Century. Modern flats
there start at £425,000.
Another spectacular building
that has been developed by City &
Country has a more rural feel. Built
in 1901 in the Arts and Crafts style,
King Edward VII Estate, near Midhurst, West Sussex, was designed
to serve as a specialist tuberculosis
sanatorium. The gardens were
laid out by landscape designer
Gertrude Jekyll and there are more
than four miles of country paths in
the grounds. Inside the main building is a swimming pool and steam

THE Government introduced
Help to Buy in 2013 to aid firsttime buyers priced out of the
market. But after November 30,
Help to Buy ISAs will no longer
be available to newcomers.
If you have opened a Help to
Buy ISA before then, you can
keep saving into your account
until November 30, 2029, so
financial advisers urge
prospective first-time buyers to
get their skates on and take the
25 per cent bonuses that the

CREATIVE
SETTINGS:
The rooftop
bar, top, and
an apartment,
above, at the
converted
Hornsey
Town Hall.
Left: A
bathroom in
a flat at the
converted
Denham
Film Studios
COVER IMAGE: The Old House, Bussage, Gloucestershire, for sale at
£950,000 from Humberts
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By Dominic Connolly

Grand designs,
modern living
room. One-bedroom flats at King
Edward VII start at £249,950.
Another striking historic building
that has recently been transformed
into flats is a North London house
originally built and lived in for 50
years by Sir Thomas Lipton, the

Beat the Help to Buy ISA deadline

GRANT FRAZER

S

PENDING time
engaging in creative
activities can help
improve mood, boost
wellbeing and help
us cope with life’s
challenges, according to research from University
College London.
So it’s little surprise that developers are now including cultural
amenities such as arts centres,
cinemas and libraries in many of
their new projects.
In Crouch End, North London,
for example, the old Hornsey
Town Hall and its grounds are
being transformed to create not
just 135 new homes, a hotel and
rooftop bar, but also a performance arts venue and flexible work
spaces. The studio and one-, two-
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Government gives on what is
saved in the ISA, up to £3,000.
A recent survey by developer
Crest Nicholson found that
49 per cent of first-time buyers
were unaware that they were
eligible for Help to Buy.
Another central plank of the
Help to Buy policy – Equity
Loans, which have helped
120,000 people buy their first
home – also ends in March 2021.
A new version will be launched
with regional price caps.

owner of Lipton Tea. The Grade II
listed property in Southgate is now
divided into 11 one-, two- and threebedroom apartments, and the site
also comprises three mews houses
and three townhouses. The homes
are set in five acres of grounds.
The development retains the historic architecture but combines it
with the highest specifications for
modern living, such as Sonos multiroom sound systems.
North London currently has many
old houses being transformed. In
Mill Hill stands The Priory, a Grade
II listed Victorian abbey that has
been converted into four individual
properties for sale through Martyn
Gerrard estate agents.
One of the biggest developers in
the country, Berkeley, is transforming the historic house and grounds
of Trent Park, right on the edge of
North London. In the Second World
War, this site was used as a centre
to extract information from cap-

SPECTACULAR:
Edinburgh’s
Donaldson’s
College has
been converted
into flats, with
some boasting
terraces, top
right. Left:
Inside a flat at
Sundridge Park
in Kent, and,
below, the
King Edward
VII Estate in
West Sussex
tured German officers. Later it
became home to Middlesex University. The Grade II listed mansion is being turned into one-, twoand three-bedroom apartments,
while various other flats are being
built in the grounds.
The complex will also have a
pool, gym and golf club.
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Nature on
the doorstep

By Eluned Price

IAIN LEWIS PHOTOGRAPHY LTD
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HERE is increasing
evidence that green
spaces are good for
our mental and
physical health, and
that they even contribute to reducing
crime rates and speeding the recovery of patients. As a result, some
developers are seeing the light
and incorporating more and more
greenery into their projects.
At Hendon Waterside in North
London, Barratt Homes is taking
as much advantage as possible of
the site’s neighbouring Welsh Harp
Reservoir and its 340-acre nature
reserve. The new development
offers a range of flats that overlook this vast green space, and all
come with their own outside area.
Twenty-seven per cent are affordable (shared ownership or social
housing) or are inexpensive enough
to qualify for Help to Buy. Prices
at Hendon Waterside range from
£379,999 to £499,999.
Across North London, Woodberry
Down at Finsbury Park overlooks
the East and West Reservoir. These
wetlands had been closed to the
public for 200 years but were
reopened in 2016 by Sir David
Attenborough. Now they support
migratory birds such as reed
warblers, which travel from West
Africa, and 23 species of butterfly.
Many of the roofs are planted
with grass and flowers, and prices
at the development by the Berkeley Group start at £535,000.
Manchester city centre is not
known for its open spaces but a

new development, MeadowSide,
has sought out the seven-acre
Angel Meadow Park to be the
focus of its mix of apartments,
penthouses and townhouses. Flats
are available from £251,950.
Meanwhile, David Wilson Homes
is taking part in the creation of a
new ‘garden city’, called Castle
Hill, in Ebbsfleet Valley, Kent.
Surrounded by parkland, nature
reserves and lakes, this former
wasteland will have schools, surgeries and shops on site, and access
to fast trains to Central London.
Two- to four-bedroom houses with
their own gardens are on the mar-

GREEN
SCENES:
The views
from
Hendon
Waterside
and, left,
Woodberry
Down

ket between £279,995 and £600,000.
And Story Homes is building stoneand brick-faced houses and even
bungalows near Carlisle racecourse. At The Ridings, three-

bedroom houses with gardens start
at £114,400 – this in an area where
five-bedroom homes with views of
mountains or the coastline could
set you back £400,000.

High-tech
way to buy
your home
By Siobhan McFadyen
IT MAY sound too futuristic
to be true, but you can
already buy a property with
cryptocurrency – and it could
streamline the whole process.
The Land Registry is
creating a virtual ‘digital
street’ – consulting with
conveyancers, estate agents,
mortgage lenders, homebuyers
and sellers – to revolutionise
the industry, meaning that
high-tech home-buying could
be widespread by 2022.
Blockchain, a digital ledger
distributed across a network of
computers, has the potential to
make buying a home faster and
easier than ever before, say its
supporters, and because its
traceable transactions cannot
be edited, fraud will be reduced.
Last year HS Property Group
sold a four-bedroom house in
Manchester using the
cryptocurrency Bitcoin.
Neil Singer, chief executive
of clicktopurchase, which
provided the platform, said:
‘Some of the biggest problems
the property industry faces is
the length of time it takes to
exchange contracts, along with
the lack of certainty. Real estate
transactions can be complex but
by using clicktopurchase, the
process is significantly quicker.’
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By Siobhan McFadyen

A

Don’t move,
improve
Homeowners vote to remain
amid Brexit uncertainty

chases of lounge furniture,
dining tables, drinks cabinets
and drinks trolleys, as people
look to bring the ambience of a
smart restaurant or bar into
their own home.
‘The trend for everything
botanical has also been a big

STAYING
POWER:
New
furniture,
above,
and floral
cushions,
inset, can
give your
home a lift

driver of sales. Customers have
been really keen on patterns
that incorporate fauna and flora
as they seek to bring the freshness of the great outdoors inside,
creating relaxing spaces where
they can enjoy spending time
with their friends and family.’
Making more permanent home
improvements can also help to
add serious value to properties.
Recent research conducted by

Post Office Money showed that
adding conservatories and new
kitchens definitely notches up
value. However, those with
green fingers see the biggest
gains – landscaping your garden,
which costs as little as £2,750,
can add up to 77 per cent of the
initial value of the property.
According to the survey, adding a gym, which can cost up to
£10,000, can add 44 per cent,

while an extension, which costs
about £80,000, can add 37 per
cent. A walk-in wardrobe costing around £3,400 can add 34 per
cent, while a hot tub, costing an
average of £6,000, can add 27 per
cent. ‘Making the right changes
can increase the market value
significantly, with garden landscaping coming out on top,’
says Chrysanthy Pispinis, of
Post Office Money.

FURNISH & FETTLE

LMOST A fifth of
people in Britain
have shelved plans
to move because
of Brexit, according to a new survey. Instead, they
are opting to spruce up their
homes, contributing to a spike in
sales of 23 per cent at independent
furniture stores over the past year.
‘The uncertainty around Brexit
has led to a tough economic climate
and is taking its toll on house prices
and on large retailers,’ says Higor
Torchia, of software provider
Vend, which carried out the poll.
Owners are turning their attention to loving the home they’ve
got, rather than coveting another.
And they’re furnishing them with
some very specific acquisitions.
With an average spend of £310
per customer from January to
March this year, the top items
fuelling the boutique furniture
boom include mirrors (bought
by 28 per cent of customers),
coffee tables (26 per cent),
cushions (24 per cent) and
artwork (19 per cent).
One furniture retailer
that has seen a significant
upturn in sales in the first quarter
of this year is Yorkshire-based
Furnish & Fettle. ‘Our first three
months of 2019 have been really
strong, with sales driven by customers looking for something special to improve their homes,’ says
co-owner Eleanor Goddard.
‘The creation of impressive homeentertainment spaces is a key trend
and has meant a big spike in pur-
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Owners use
home equity
for upgrades
By Aurelie Boinay
IF YOU have money to spend and
would like to buy or rent somewhere in Britain for your holidays,
there are various options.
One is to buy a park home, which,
because of their designs and how
many weeks some can be occupied
each year, are much cheaper than
bricks-and-mortar properties.
Countrywide Park Homes has
sites in Berkshire, Cambridgeshire,
Derbyshire, Lancashire, the Isle
of Wight and Nottinghamshire.
And what Countrywide is particularly proud of is its part-exchange
deals for those wishing to sell their
existing home.
Countrywide’s latest offering –
Shotley Country Park in Suffolk
– opens its gates for the first time
next weekend. The park, which is
open all year round, is close to Shotley Marina, which offers views of
the Orwell and Stour estuaries.
Local activities include horseriding, golf and swimming.
For owners who want to make
money out of more traditional holiday properties, lettings agency Mulberry Cottages offers events – hosted
at residences on its books – to give
tips on how to maximise incomes.
‘Our first holiday-let event in

Need a holiday?
Don’t rent, buy!
Kent was a great success,’ says
Mulberry Cottages operations manager Rowena Owen.
‘We saw attendees travel from
all over the country – even as far
as Yorkshire – to join us.
‘We are thrilled to be expanding
the events to different regions.’
Mulberry Cottages has more than
600 handpicked properties across
the South of England.
One of them is the unique Radar,
built on the site of two timber
sheds at Dungeness, Kent, that were

used to test new radar technology
from 1961 to 1984. So far this year,
Mulberry has seen a sharp rise
in bookings.
Another recent trend in the holidaylettings industry is the number of
Airbnb properties on offer in scenic
areas of the country.
Traditionally seen as somewhere
to book accommodation in cities,
the website now offers stunning
stone cottages in locations such
as the Cotswolds and the Forest
of Dean.

ROOM TO
RELAX: The
sleek interior
of one of
Countrywide
Park Homes’
holiday
lodges, main
picture, and
the exterior,
top left

ALMOST a quarter of
homeowners aged over
55 who release equity
from their home do so
to pay for property
improvements,
research has found.
In 2018, 22 per cent
paid to upgrade their
home, according to
equity-release broker
Age Partnership.
The Equity Release
Council states that
more than £3.9 billion
of property wealth was
accessed from British
homes last year, with
22 per cent of that
being spent on
property renovations.
Age Partnership’s
average release
amount stands at just
above £55,500, but
more or less can be
taken out of properties.
Age Partnership offers
calculating tools so
that homeowners
can work out exactly
how much money they
should release.
‘Using funds
released from equity
to improve your
existing home is a

By Dominic
Connolly
good way to get the
space you need or to
change layouts to
better reflect how you
live now,’ says James
Bernard, director of
design and build
company Plus Rooms.
‘Home extensions
can radically improve
your lifestyle as well
as potentially add
value to your home.
‘Generally, kitchen
extensions tend to add
the most value to your
property over other
home improvements.’
Equity release
is available to
homeowners aged 55
or over with a property
worth at least £70,000,
but experts say that
anyone considering
doing so should seek
independent advice
first, as it can affect
the amount of
inheritance you leave
behind, and your
entitlement to
means-tested benefits.
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Retire in style and splendour
By Aurelie Boinay
club. At the time it was described
as ‘probably the most palatial 19th
hole in England’. It was then owned
by the Royal London Society for
the Blind before it became the
retirement complex it is today.
Surrounded by acres of rolling
countryside, Wildernesse House –
a Pegasus Life property – comprises 19 one- and two-bedroom
apartments on the upper floors of
the main house, four one- and
two-bedroom apartments on the
ground floor, and eight two-bedroom mews houses in the newly
built stable block.
Prices at Wildernesse House
start from £649,950 for the mews
houses and from £925,000 in the
main house.
Anchor Hanover’s Bishopstoke
Park retirement village, near
Eastleigh in Hampshire, offers
91 retirement properties built
around a historic central building
called The Mount, which was a
stately home from the 1800s before
it became a sanatorium in the
early 20th Century.
The parkland setting includes a
communal orchard garden where
residents can continue their love
of gardening.
Anchor Hanover is England’s
largest not-for-profit provider of
care and housing for older people,
with more than 60,000 homes across
more than 1,700 locations.
One-bedroom flats at Bishopstoke
Park start at £345,000.

TRANQUIL
SETTINGS:
Bishopstoke
Park in
Hampshire,
above.
Left: Inside
St George’s
Place in
Edgbaston,
and, right,
the pool at
Wildernesse
House
in Kent
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From Laura Hutchinson

T

IN VANCOUVER
ALICIA FIELD

A

NUMBER of the
country’s retirement developments are housed
in some of our
most beautiful historic buildings.
At Audley’s Binswood retirement
village in Royal Leamington Spa,
Warwickshire, there are 114 properties centred around Binswood
Hall, a Grade II listed Victorian
Gothic mansion.
The development also boasts a
health club and restaurant, and
property prices start at £300,000.
Also from Audley, St Elphin’s
Park retirement village, set in 14
acres in the Derbyshire Dales and
close to the towns of Matlock and
Bakewell, has a restored school at
its heart, and the village enjoys
spectacular views.
The style of the old building at
the centre of the development is
Victorian Gothic. This site has a
particular charm owing to the distinctive local stone from which
the buildings are made.
Grander in tone is Audley’s St
George’s Place in Edgbaston. Two
Grade II listed Regency villas provide the most striking parts of the
development. But there is also a
restored Victorian building as well
as new-builds, housing 95 luxury
cottages and apartments.
But possibly coming out on top
when it comes to grandeur and
splendour is Wildernesse House,
near Sevenoaks in Kent. The mansion was in private hands until the
1920s, when it became a country
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HE retirement
housing industry is
booming in Britain,
but in North America these developments have existed
for almost a century
– and the size of some of them
dwarfs what the UK has to offer.
The Villages, in central Florida,
covers an astounding 32 square
miles, and more than 115,000 residents call it home. There are 60,000
homes on the vast estate and to
cater for such a huge number of
older people, there is a whole service and leisure economy built
around them. For instance, there
are over 40 golf courses.
Retirement communities have
been around in the US since the
1920s and 1930s. Youngtown in
Arizona, established in 1954, was
the first age-restricted community,
followed in 1960 by Sun City, also
in Arizona. These two form the
basic template for how retirement
communities work today.
They are often located in warm
climates, so they are common in
Arizona, California, Florida and
Texas, and they are increasingly
being constructed in and around
major cities so that people have
easy access to many services.
In the Canadian province of British Columbia, the Arbutus Ridge
Seaside Community for Active
Adults was modelled on Sun City
but there are only 650 homes there,
with about 1,100 residents.
The complex is built on 148 acres
with a waterfront, golf course and

SHUTTERSTOCK / GETTY IMAGES
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BIG IS BEAUTIFUL: The vast
Sun City complex in Arizona and,
above, a couple of residents take
a buggy to enjoy a round of golf

A village...with
115,000 people!
woodland. At least one person must
be over 50 in order to buy a home
in the community, so many of the
residents are retired.
However, more and more of the
newer generation of owners continue to work. In Canada, in par-

ticular, there is a focus on providing
an outdoor lifestyle – many developments feature biking and hiking trails.
Grand Cove in Ontario has 450
bungalows surrounded by trees, a
pond and walking trails. So could

the big-is-beautiful American retirement concept ever come to Britain?
Honor Barratt, managing director
of Birchgrove, which offers highend retirement apartments to rent
in Britain, said: ‘In America, they
have the space to do these things,

but in Britain we just don’t. The cost
of land means that there are unlikely
to be projects on such a scale.
‘I think the British reserve might
count for something – for us, communal living is more akin to prison
or boarding school.
‘But what I think we will see more
of in the future is renting in retirement. Americans are much more
used to renting – often if they
change jobs they might have to
move to the other side of the country. The idea of living in the same
house for 35 years is quite natural
in Britain, but not in America.
‘However, these days, younger
people here are less likely to be
homeowners because of affordability and they are more used to
communal living. So they might
rent all their lives.
‘When Americans come here and
see how small our developments
are in comparison, they can’t
believe it. To them, we seem so
behind the times.’
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Property: Brexit Blues

The hottest spots to buy in 2019
ASHBOURNE

BIRMINGHAM
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Average terrace house:
£172,264
Average semi:
£198,580
Expected 2019 price rise:
3-4%

Average terrace
house:
£167,979
Expected 2019
price rise:
3-4%
   

ASHFORD

Average semi:
£272,010
Expected 2019
price rise:
0.8-1%
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Beat the
Brexit blues
with a smart
move in 2019
T
HIS year must be one of
the hardest ever to predict
when it comes to property
prices. But despite the
uncertainty of Brexit,
online estate agent Yopa is having a
stab at the places that will be hot –
and not – this year.
And its findings are that one of the
safest places to buy will be the heartlands of England. Since the recovery
from the financial crisis in 2009,
Birmingham has seen a 45 per cent
rise in the average residential property values. There is inward investment in the shape of Birmingham’s
Big City Plan and HS2, as well as a
surge in start-ups.
Meanwhile, the East Midlands has
recently been cited as having the
fastest-growing economy outside
London and the South East.
As a result, Yopa – a company that
charges a fixed fee rather than commission – expects prices of homes to
grow across the Midlands by between
three and four per cent this year.
Yopa has online tools, such as its
Happy Family Home Guide and
Commuter Guide 2019, which allow
prospective homebuyers to search
for the country’s optimum locations
for them, based on how important
certain criteria are for them, including crime rates and how local schools
are rated. And coming out top for criteria important to many types of people are locations in the Midlands.
For young professionals and firsttime buyers, Birmingham is recommended as the property prices are
relatively affordable compared to
London, with an average terrace
property selling for £167,979.
Meanwhile, Ashbourne in Derbyshire comes out top for empty-nesters
and downsizers, thanks to its low

By Siobhan McFadyen

crime rates, highly rated GPs, low
levels of alcohol use among inhabitants, and the fact that it is the gateway to the Peak District.
Average prices for terrace properties are £172,264 and £198,580 for
semi-detached homes. ‘The historic
market town is popular for those in
their later years who are looking for
affluent living but with plenty going
on,’ says Yopa agent Kate Hill.
When it comes to young families
or those on middle incomes, Ashford
in Kent is the location of choice.
Homes there are predominantly semidetached and Ashford is only 38 minutes by train from London St Pancras.
The average semi costs £272,010.
‘Ashford provides a mixture of period
and new-build homes,’ says Yopa
agent Wayne Fittall. ‘It’s perfect for
middle-income families who want to
settle in more affordable areas.’
However, Yopa finds that property
prices in London and the South East
can be some of the most volatile in the
country, responding acutely to the
nation’s fortunes, and the agency
feels that 2019 could hit Wales in a
similar way. Its high reliance on the
EU as an export market might see it
slip from being a safe bet, threatening its growth rate of four per cent.
Meanwhile, Scotland enjoyed higher
yearly house price growth than
England in 2018, at 2.9 per cent compared to 2.6 per cent. However, Yopa
predicts only modest growth – between
one per cent and 1.5 per cent – in the
Scottish housing market during 2019
because of Brexit. Yopa also predicts
more modest growth than in recent
years for the North West, North East
and South West of England.

The simple tricks
to make your house
stand out to buyers
Finance expert JASMINE BIRTLES,
founder of moneymagpie.com,
gives her tips for the year ahead…
MAs it is a buyer’s market in most
parts of the country, sellers need to
be realistic about their asking price.
It can even be worth spending a little
‘dressing’ the property for viewings,
including giving it a deep clean,
tidying up paintwork and bringing
in some colourful cushions and
throws to lift the way a rooms looks.
MIf you’re selling, be patient. It
takes an average of 19 weeks to
sell a property, so don’t lose heart.
MBuyers have a fantastic choice of
low-cost mortgages. It is possible
that interest rates will go down
later in the year if Brexit really
begins to bite, so you could risk a

tracker loan, which tracks the
Bank of England base rate. However,
if you’re a first-time buyer, you’ll
need to keep on top of costs for
the first few years so a fixed-rate
mortgage would be best. As
mortgages are still at a historic low,
it could be worth going for a long
deal, such as a five-year fixed
offered by the Halifax and Yorkshire
Building Society.
MThe Help To Buy scheme, where
you have to put down only a five
per cent deposit and the
Government lends you more to
help you get a cheaper mortgage,
is being extended until 2023. But
from 2021 only first-time buyers will
be able to access it. So if you’re
moving and happy to purchase a
new-build (that’s one of the rules),
aim to move this year or next.

Property: New Homes
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Iconic sites are now being transformed into luxury homes, so why not…
By Emily Hill

W

HEN it comes to
buying property,
there are few more
attractive prospects
than purchasing a
beautiful new home in an iconic
location. Whether you’re a car
fanatic interested in living at the
historic home of the motor industry
or a Blue Peter fan keen on residing
where the show was filmed, there’s
sure to be a property to excite your
retro tastes in 2019.
In London, it is now possible to
live in a place that dominates the
skyline – Battersea Power Station.
Designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott
– the architectural genius behind
the red telephone box – this was
where the London Power Company
generated electricity for the capital from the 1930s until 1983. Prices
range from £565,000 for a studio to
£2,580,000 for a river-facing, splitlevel three-bedroom apartment.
Meanwhile, in Hayes, pop fans
can buy a property in the converted
EMI record plant, where albums
by The Beatles and Pink Floyd
were pressed.
In The Boiler House part of the
development, there is even Help
To Buy on two-bedroom apartments
– available from £382,500, with
stamp duty paid.
A thrilling prospect for car-lovers
is a new venture in Luton. A £1.5 billion regeneration project is under
way on the site of the former
Vauxhall Motors factory, where
some of Britain’s best-known cars
were once built.
When complete, the development
will comprise more than 785 one-

Make a move on
a piece of history
ON THE LADDER: Fitness coach
Noel Carroll in his new apartment

RADICAL REVAMP: Battersea
Power Station in South London
and two-bedroom apartments, with
prices starting at £185,000.
BBC Television Centre in West
London, where the Blue Peter studio once stood, is also being converted into homes. ‘This is the
most radical reinvention of a
building I’ve ever seen,’ says
Paul Monaghan, of Allford
Hall Monaghan Morris, one
of the lead architects on the
project. You can register to
discover how to acquire a piece
of this ‘modern masterpiece’
and take a virtual tour of its show
apartments online.

KILIAN O’SULLIVAN / VIEW PICTURES
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CASE STUDY
ONE of those moving into
a famous old building
converted into homes is
rising YouTube star Noel
Carroll. He was able to
afford his flat at The Bureau
– formerly the British
Newspaper Library –
through shared ownership.
The fitness coach, 33,
bought a 50 per cent share
of a one-bedroom flat at the
site in Colindale, NorthWest London, for £166,000.
Noel chose The Bureau
as it allows him to navigate
easily between his jobs as a
fitness coach in St Albans
and a YouTuber who films
content in London.
‘It is great to be on the
property ladder and I look
forward to increasing my
share when the time is
right,’ he says.
Dominic Connolly
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By Aurelie Boinay

I

N RECENT years, the
property market has been
revolutionised by online
agents offering buyers and
sellers the convenience of
doing most of the legwork via
the internet.
But there is an increasing
number of new online firms – coming under the banner of ‘proptech’
– offering a whole range of services to the housing market.
One company, unmortgage.com,
takes the shared-ownership model
that is increasingly important for
those who want to own at least
part of their own property and
gives it a twist.
The website works by buying a
property with you – buyers can
purchase as little as five per cent.
‘This is not a loan or a mortgage,
this is co-ownership,’ says the
site. ‘You put in your deposit, our
partners buy the rest.’
And then each month you can put
in as little as £1 to buy more of your
home. ‘As your ownership share
increases, your rent decreases.’
Then there is kuflink.co.uk,
which provides an alternative to
getting a mortgage the old way –
through a bank, a building society
or via a broker.
It is a peer-to-peer lender – you
are borrowing the money from
an investor.
With claims that investors can
earn up to 7.2 per cent gross per
year from the moment they lay
down their money, the business is
also appealing to those who want

After a surge in property expert
sites, why more people are joining...

THE TECH
REVOLUTION

to make money from bricks and
mortar without living in it.
Specifically for those selling
their home, online estate agent
Yopa has YopaHub, designed to
make the home-selling process

smooth, transparent and efficient.
YopaHub allows users to arrange
valuation dates and review its
advert before it goes live on
property websites Rightmove and
Zoopla. Once live, users can

then see how their advert is performing on the property portals, as
well as receiving updates from
their property adviser as to how
well their home is rating.
Such tools also help when it

comes to arranging viewings and
managing offers.
For example, viewings can be
arranged online, and buyer feedback – if available – can help
increase the chances of a successful sale during subsequent viewings. They also allow users to see
and respond to offers as they
are made.
Yopa expects more estate agents
to begin using seller management
software throughout 2019.
When it comes to the rental
market, homie.rent – which serves
only the London area at the
moment – uses its technology to
act as your personal home-finder,
and will even take you on a black
cab tour of locations to find your
ideal property.
Many people in recent years
have jumped on the buy-to-let
bandwagon, or have become
landlords ‘accidentally’, by, for
example, keeping on an old property when they move.
There are also ‘proptech’
services aimed at them, to make
their potentially complicated lives
much easier. Houzen.co matches
landlords and tenants through
what it calls the ‘unsung heroes’ of
the residential lettings market –
small independent agents.
And brightLET.com has set
itself up as being a portal through
which landlords can deal with
virtually everything they need for
their property portfolio.
The proptech sector also extends
to commercial property.
Hubblehq.com is a site where
you can find the perfect office
space for you and your team.
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More rental properties look set to become available to retirees this year than ever
before, writes Jane Slade, founder of the retirement property website Retiremove

R

ENTING isn’t just confined to struggling millennials. The Centre for
Ageing Better predicts
that by 2040, a third of
people over 60 could be living in
rented accommodation. And retirement developers are reacting by
offering properties to rent as well
as buy at their new schemes.
Even high-end retirement builders such as Auriens, which is selling 55 one- and two-bed residences
starting at £3 million at its site in
Chelsea, is offering unsold properties for rent. PegasusLife has
also launched a rental scheme at
eight of its developments in Cheshire, Sussex, London and in the
Cotswolds, as well as rent-to-buy.
Inspired Villages has a rentals
programme at five of its six villages. ‘We listen to our customers
and understand that some would
prefer to rent,’ explains director
James Cobb. ‘Buyers can move in
before they have sold their related
properties, try before they buy, or
rent permanently.’
There are also part-buy, part-rent
options as offered by Platinum Skies
at its newly launched 197 apartments and cottages development in
Salisbury, and 50 homes at Vista in
Poole. Prices start from £145,000
for a 50 per cent share of a one-bedroom apartment. ‘We’ve developed
a scheme that allows buyers to
afford home-ownership during
later life by “staircasing down” the
portion of property they own,’
explains co-founder David Hines.
Research agency Boomer found

Buying puts Mary on
the road to happiness

Welcome to
rent-irement!
SPLASHING OUT: The pool and wellness centre at PegasusLife’s retirement village in the Cotswolds
that 27 per cent of people between
55 and 85 said they would choose
to rent instead of buy, citing a lack
of stress, being able to live in a
place where they could not afford
to buy, avoiding stamp duty and
the ability to release equity.
Gillian Girling, of Girlings Retirement Rentals, which lets about

2,700 properties in the UK on
assured tenancies to those over
the age of 55, says: ‘Renting in a
development can be an affordable
way to relocate. Other benefits
include not having to worry about
ongoing property maintenance.’
Eileen Tomlinson, 79, and her
husband Colin, 80, who lived in the

United States for 34 years before
returning to the UK, did not hesitate to reserve a one-bedroom
apartment at Birchgrove in Kent
to be near their daughter.
‘We felt it’s not worth putting
money into property when you’re
over 65,’ says Eileen. ‘Renting
seems a much easier option.’

WHILE renting might mean
less stress for some, Mary
Ewing is one pensioner
for whom owning her own
retirement home is the basis
for a carefree existence. In
particular, the 76-year-old,
above, who lives at Durrants
Village, West Sussex, enjoys
driving her slick Mercedes
convertible. Mary moved to
the village, part of the
Inspired Villages group,
because she was attracted to
the lifestyle residents enjoy.
She loved her townhouse
in Hertfordshire but the
property was too big for her.
Mary separated from her
husband at 60 but found a
new lease of life in property
renovation, which allowed
her to splurge on the car.
At the community, near
Horsham, Mary can maintain
her own garden adjoining her
three-bedroom cottage, and
relax in the residents’ pool.
Victoria Bell
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Welcome
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property
special

HOT SPOT: The Boiler
House development in
West London. Far left: A
bike store for residents

‘I WISH I’d been taught that in
school’ is a refrain many of us
repeat time and again over the
course of our lives.
Since 86 per cent of us want
to buy a home – and for
everyone who does, there has
to be a first time – purchasing a
property is likely to be high on
the list of topics that many wish
had been on the curriculum
when we were younger.
Well, for everyone daunted

P

Dominic Connolly
Property Editor
The Mail on Sunday
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By Dominic Connolly

I

F YOU spy disused commercial premises undergoing transformation –
or a vacant lot being
built on – the chances
are there is one purpose:
new homes.
This is now something that’s
happening on brownfield sites
all across the country.
But there is a good reason for
‘new homes’ being the only response to the question ‘What’s
being built here then?’ Because,
despite successive governments
saying they need to build more
homes, there is still deemed to be
a major shortage.
The current target is one million
more homes over the next five
years, many of them in London
and the South East, and to help
achieve this, the Government is
heavily incentivising buying newbuild properties.
For instance, in England you can
buy a new-build with a deposit of
just five per cent using the Help
To Buy equity loan scheme.
This is not available for other
types of properties, and there are
various other measures that give
new-builds advantages over older
homes, allowing many buyers to
get on the housing ladder who
previously might not have been
able to.
For a start, new-build homes
come with a ten-year National
House-Building Council warranty
covering structural defects. Most
developers also provide their own
two-year warranty.
Then there’s the fact that new
homes are built to the latest specifications, so major repairs should
be unnecessary for the first few

2 CHOOSE
YOUR No 1

Get

sold
on
new-builds
years. They tend to be more energyefficient, too, so you could benefit
from lower utility bills.
If you buy off-plan, you might
be able to choose your fixtures
and finishes, and of course there’s
no upward chain to contend with
when you buy a new-build.
About 145,000 new homes have
been bought so far using the Government’s Help To Buy equity loan
and London Help To Buy schemes.
But new-builds can also appeal to

existing homeowners. Some housebuilders, such as Bellway, run
part-exchange schemes, which
allow people to buy a new-build
and use their current home as
part payment. Bellway also offer
Help To Buy, plus an ‘express
mover scheme’ in which they work
with a local agent to market your
property. While you agree the
selling price on your existing home,
Bellway chase the agent to encourage them to find a buyer as quickly

as possible and also pay the estate
agents’ fee.
At The Boiler House, which was
completed this month and is part
of the huge Old Vinyl Factory
conversion in Hayes, West London,
the developer, HUB, is offering to
pay the stamp duty on the newbuild homes for sale.
The Boiler House consists of 54
studio, one- and two-bedroom
homes and has rooftop allotments
for residents to grow their own

In with the new...and old

AS THE Old Vinyl Factory
development at Hayes in West
London shows, new-builds don’t
have to be devoid of history.
Pristine new flats can be on the
site of – or even housed in –
buildings of historic significance.
First-time buyer Wahab Ahmed,
28, an analyst in the City, feels he
has the best of both worlds: a new
flat he bought off-plan but within
the Royal Arsenal Riverside
development in Woolwich,
South-East London, which has 20
converted listed buildings, some
dating from the 17th Century.
The Royal Arsenal was a huge
area used for weapons
manufacturing that grew on the
south bank of the Thames over
centuries. ‘It’s steeped in history
and the mix of old and new really
makes it stand out,’ says Wahab.

CASE STUDY

He had been renting in Hoxton
and Shoreditch in East London
before buying his first property
in Royal Arsenal Riverside’s
Cannon Square, above the new
Crossrail station.
He says: ‘Each time I thought
I’d found somewhere, something
would make me doubt I was
making the right decision.
‘As soon as I stepped foot on
the Royal Arsenal Riverside
development, I knew this was
the right place for me.
‘One of the main reasons I
bought my home was to be
close to the River Thames – for
me it’s the heartbeat of London.
‘Waking up each day to see the
sun rise over the Thames, and to

GET YOUR
MONEY IN ORDER

see it set at night, really is
something special.’
Wahab’s two-bedroom property
is on the second floor of the
Naval House building. He has a
spare room for his brother and
the property has a terrace that
stretches the length of the flat.
Royal Arsenal Riverside will
be home to one of only two
Crossrail stations south of the
river once the line opens.
Wahab believes Crossrail will
have major economic benefits
for everyone in the area.
‘The development is already
really well connected, but I
think Crossrail will bring even
more businesses, shops and bars
to Woolwich. It feels the perfect
time to move here as I get to see
the area change and grow.’
Alongside existing rail links

THE
BEST OF
BOTH
WORLDS:
Wahab
Ahmed,
left, loves
his new
home
at Royal
Arsenal
Riverside

and the DLR, the Thames Clipper
provides another way to travel
through London, with the O2
arena only an eight-minute boat
ride away. City Airport is just two
stops on the DLR.
Wahab adds: ‘Unlike my previous
rented properties, this home is
more sustainable and my bills are
considerably lower. It’s also very
low-maintenance, which is what I
was looking for from the start.’

vegetables and plants. The £250 million Old Vinyl Factory development is regenerating a 17-acre
former EMI site that produced
records until the late 1970s.
Other kinds of new-builds gaining popularity include homes in
garden villages, where sustainability is key and green spaces are
a priority.
Crest Nicholson Strategic Projects are behind garden villages
at Monksmoor Park in Northamp-

tonshire, Tadpole Garden Village
in Wiltshire and Kilnwood Vale in
West Sussex.
Public space is a large feature
of garden villages and homeowners
pay an annual service charge to
fund its maintenance.
Chris Tanner moved to Tadpole
Garden Village in June 2016. ‘The
fact that community engagement
has been made a priority is the
icing on the cake,’ he says. ‘We get
to guide and shape our own com-

munity.’ Today, Chris helps organise community events at the garden
village, from wildlife walks and
meet-your-neighbour get-togethers
to Christmas carols and Easter
egg hunts. ‘The events are really
important in helping us feel a
strong sense of community,’ he
says. ‘They offer a chance to get to
know each other and what’s planned
for the development. Everyone
feels a part of it and in turn we’re
proud of where we live.’

The

MAKE A
SENSIBLE OFFER

Make an offer – and offer what
you think it’s worth, not what
the owner believes it’s worth.
Check similar properties in the
area to make sure that you’re in
the right ball park.

4 SPREAD
THE WORD

Tell the agent your offer, but
don’t worry too much – it can
be altered later. It’s not set in
stone until you pay your initial
deposit and exchange contracts.

5

SIT BACK
AND WAIT

by expressions such as
‘completion date’ and
‘exchanging contracts’ – and
which order they come in –
estate agent Yopa has
produced an advice guide to
talk property virgins through
those tricky first stages, where
everything seems like a step
into the unknown.

6 GETANDAASURVEYOR
LAWYER

If your offer is accepted, find
a surveyor as soon as possible.
If the surveyor’s report is
acceptable, move on to what’s
called conveyancing – the legal
transfer of the property from
one owner to another.

BIG
ten

When you know
how much a
mortgage lender
will give you and
what you can
afford to pay,
settle on a property
and view it more
than once – during rush
hour, during the evening,
and during the school run.
Get a surveyor’s report done if
you’re unsure about anything.

3

By Dominic Connolly

should normally come back
within two working days.

It is likely you will need both a
deposit and a mortgage, so try
to build up as much as you can
for your deposit, maybe asking
your family for help. The
mortgage you can get will
depend on how much you earn,
so have your bank statements –
and details of other financial
affairs – to hand.

JACK HOBHOUSE / JOHN LY PHOTOGRAPHY / SIMON WINSON

roperty is central to
all our lives – whether
we’re looking for
somewhere better
to live, trying to
improve where we currently
are, or looking for somewhere
that’s easier to manage.
Increasingly, homes are also
assets – and looking after,
improving and adding to
those assets can provide
financial security now and for
decades to come.
In this guide you will find
advice for every stage of the
property life cycle – from first
home to retirement. Lucy
Alexander, from BBC1’s Homes
Under The Hammer and
Channel 4’s Bang On Budget,
lets us in on the secrets of how
to get the best deal, whether
buying or selling, and Jasmine
Birtles, founder of personal
finance website Money Magpie,
gives us the lowdown on how
to get on the property ladder
to start with in these difficult
times for first-time buyers.
These two are complemented
by expert property and
financial journalists and
advisers talking us through how
to make a new-build purchase
or shared ownership work for
you, where to look for a second
property, and how to get the
most out of downsizing.
And finally, interiors specialist
Rachel Ogden shows us how
we can future-proof our homes
in style, so they can retain –
and even increase – their value
while catering for us when
we’re less mobile.
I hope you enjoy this guide
and that you find it informative
and helpful. And I hope that –
whatever stage of life you’re at
– it gives you a clearer idea of
what home you might like for
your future… and how to get it.

3

Vendors can take a long time
to respond to your offer, but

LET THE
7 WHEELS
TURN

Deal with the
contracts for the
purchase, and the
disbursements
(such as the
cost to register your
name against the
title). Or rather, let
your legal representative
do it for you.

8 EXCHANGE
CONTRACTS

Paying the initial deposit and
exchanging contracts commits
you to moving into the property.
There’s no going back now.

9 COMPLETE
THE DEAL

Completion day is when you
transfer the remainder of the
money and pick up the keys to
your new property. Try not to
make it the same day as when
you exchange. A little breathing
space is advisable.

TIME TO
10 MOVE
IN

It’s all yours. Now the fun
begins: transferring the utilities,
registering for council tax,
redirecting your mail, changing
your address…
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How to get on the
property ladder
Top tips that’ll help you buy your first home
from TV finance expert Jasmine Birtles

I

N LONDON and South
East England in particular
it is harder today for young
people to get on the housing
ladder than it has been
for decades. With property
prices vastly outstripping
what young people’s wages can buy,
many twenty- and thirtysomethings
are facing the prospect of never
owning their own home.
But all is not lost, as there are a
number of ways to take that first
step into property ownership.
‘There are solutions,’ says TV
financial expert Jasmine Birtles,
founder of personal finance website Money Magpie, who adds that
now is a particularly good time to
get on the housing ladder as the
market has recently slowed down.
‘In Central London it has even
gone into reverse, so, for the
moment, if you’re saving for a
deposit, you have a bit more time to
do it. You’re not constantly fighting
against rising prices.’
Here she outlines the ways that
can make that dream of home
ownership become a reality…

SHARED OWNERSHIP

Shared ownership involves owning
a part of a property and paying a
small rent on the other part, which
is owned by a council or housing
association. Such schemes offer the
‘shared owner’ between a quarter
and three quarters of a property,
for which they get a mortgage.
‘Any time you have the money
you can buy more of the property,’
Jasmine says. ‘You could buy
another quarter of the property or
even the whole place.
‘Things like a survey, mortgage
evaluation and legal costs will
have to be covered but it’s worth it
to own more of your own place.
‘Competition is high for housing
association lists so get in as soon as
you can.’
She adds that you can only be on
a list if your household income is
less than £80,000 a year outside of
London or less than £90,000 per
year in London.

HELP TO BUY

Another popular option is the Government’s Help To Buy loan scheme,
which will run until 2020. It’s available to homeowners looking to
move as well as first-time buyers,
but only for new-build homes.
It gives an equity loan that can
be used towards buying a property
and means new buyers in England
may need only a five per cent
deposit to get a good mortgage.
‘With the Help To Buy, even if you
only have five per cent saved, you
can get a well-priced mortgage
because the Government is effec-

By Siobhan McFadyen
tively guaranteeing the rest of the
deposit,’ Jasmine says.
‘There are limits on the price
of the property you can buy,’ she
says, adding that the loan must be
used to buy your own home, not a
buy-to-let.
‘Also, you have to get a repayment mortgage not an interestonly mortgage.’

General showed that parents are
now effectively a mortgage lender
with a £5.7 billion loan book, and
that 27 per cent of home buyers
have received help from the ‘Bank
of Mum and Dad’.
And when specifically looking at
the under-35s, 59 per cent had
received support from parents to
get on the property ladder.
Contributions were highest
in London, with £31,000 being
the average.

THE ‘BANK OF MUM AND DAD’ PLAY THE STAMP DUTY GAME
Another way to raise funds is asking your family for help, with the
‘Bank of Mum and Dad’, or potentially even grandparents, a route
to solving major problems.
The property price rises that
older generations will have benefited from – and the fact that
many will have paid off their mort-

If first-time buyers in England
keep the cost of the property below
£300,000, there is no Stamp Duty
payable. Other homeowners start
paying Stamp Duty on properties
costing £125,000, and the rate is
staggered from two per cent to
12 per cent. Some companies, like
Barratt Homes, offer to pay Stamp
Duty on selected properties.

WORDS OF
WISDOM:
Expert
Jasmine
Birtles

THE ‘BANK OF MUM SAVE MONEY EFFICIENTLY
If you’re saving to buy your
AND DAD’ HAS
first home, with a Help To Buy
HELPED 59% OF UNDER-35s ISA the Government will top
your savings by 25 per
GET ON PROPERTY LADDER up
cent, up to £3,000 on £12,000
gages and may have built up significant savings – means they have
access to cash that is out of reach
of their children.
Figures out last month from
financial services group Legal &

saved. Each first-time buyer
is eligible, so a couple
could receive £6,000
towards their first home
as long as it is worth no
more than £250,000, or
£450,000 in London.

FIVE MORE TIPS FROM
OUR EXPERT JASMINE
WITH
1BUY
A FRIEND

DAY4OVERHAUL
TO-DAY SPENDING

2

BUILD
5
YOUR
OWN

If you trust each other, there’s no
reason why you can’t split the cost
of a property with a good friend. Just
make sure that you consult a solicitor
so there can be no quibbling. You can
also partake in shared ownership with
a friend, to reduce your costs further.

GET A GUARANTOR
MORTGAGE

Parents can act as guarantors,
meaning that they will be called upon
if you fall behind with payments,
like having a safety net.

AT CHEAP
3LOOK
AREAS AND HOMES
We often dismiss certain areas or
types of homes because we don’t
think they’re ‘us’. But if you alter
your search criteria you might be
surprised at what you can find.

Cancel the gym membership and
go running and cycling instead.
Share a room to cut your rent
massively. Stop the takeaway
meals and cook with a friend
to save thousands of pounds
over the year.

PLACE!

It might sound
extreme but it
means you will
be completely in
control of what
you are spending
your money on.
And you can design
your home to your
exact specification.

The

HOT
topic
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HIGH SPEC:
All mod cons in
a So Resi shared
ownership flat
in Sydenham,
South-East
London. Below:
Ellie Wyburd,
who has bought
a home in
Peckham

Shared
ownership

H

IGH property
prices are putting
home owning out
of reach for many.
According to a
recent study by
HSBC, only 31 per
cent of young people said they were
able to buy a home.
As a result, more prospective
buyers are turning to shared ownership as a solution.
Run by housing associations
or councils, the concept involves
owning a part of a property and
paying rent on the rest to the organisation that owns the remainder.
You can usually buy between a
quarter and three quarters of the
property, using a mortgage to
pay the share, which can be
secured with a deposit. To qualify
for a shared ownership scheme,
your household income has to be

By Siobhan McFadyen
less than £80,000 a year outside
of London, or less than £90,000
in London.
Events manager Ellie Wyburd
purchased a 30 per cent share
of her home in Peckham, SouthEast London, for £151,000. ‘Buying
through shared ownership gave
me the opportunity to buy my
first property.
‘To have a place of my own at 25
is amazing, and to be living in a
Zone 2 Underground location is
just unbelievable.’
Ellie’s shared ownership home in
the Woods Road development by
Hyde New Homes has been a
dream come true for her.
‘When I moved in, all of the white
goods appliances were fitted, as
was the bathroom. This has saved

me a lot of time and also means that
I can save my money rather than
spend more.’
Shared ownership is not just
for the young. In England, if you’re
aged 55 or over you can buy up to
75 per cent of your home through
the Older People’s Shared Ownership (OPSO) scheme. Once you

THE LOW DEPOSITS
ARE ATTRACTIVE TO
THOSE ON LOWER INCOMES
own 75 per cent, you won’t pay
rent on the rest.
The low deposit amounts needed
to buy part of a shared ownership
are a main driver for those on lower
incomes, says Kush Rawal, commercial director at Thames Valley
Housing, which owns or manages

15,000 homes. Just a five per
cent deposit is needed to buy
part of a shared ownership
home and this is based on the
share you buy.
‘You then take out a mortgage
to cover the rest of your share,’
he adds.
Thames Valley’s shared ownership arm, So Resi, has a number of
properties in their portfolio that
show little sign of being part of the
subsidised sector, with tailored
lighting, stylish fittings and finishes, floor-to-ceiling windows,
and communal roof terraces.
‘It’s a myth that shared ownership homes are lower quality,’
says Rawal. ‘At So Resi we’re constantly raising the bar and our
homes are designed to very high
modern standards with an excellent specification.
‘Your monthly outgoings are

made up of your mortgage payment and a subsidised monthly
payment to So Resi on the share
of the property we still own,’
says Kush.
‘You also pay the usual service
charge, council tax and utility bills.
‘You can buy an extra share of
your property whenever it suits
you, until you own 100 per cent.
‘If you want to buy a home but
can’t afford a hefty deposit or a
large mortgage, shared ownership
is a great option.’

Brilliant idea that transformed my life
IT MAY seem like an idea
that favours the young but
shared ownership is growing
in popularity among older
age groups.
It enables more people on
modest wages to think about
owning their own homes when
previously that might not have
been an option for them.
Vuyo Magwaza, 47, had saved
for years but her social worker’s
income made the concept of
home ownership elusive and

CASE STUDY
effectively out of reach. ‘I’d been
living in a one-bedroom key
worker flat in the centre of
Woking in Surrey but I want to
adopt a child so needed more
space and the security of owning
my own home,’ she says.
‘Shared ownership has
transformed my life – I could
never afford to buy a house
outright and it’s a brilliant way to

buy in stages.’ Vuyo took a 50 per
cent share of a two-bedroom
maisonette re-sale property
through So Resi near Woking,
Surrey, in 2012 for £87,500.
For the next five years she
saved and bought additional
shares and now owns 100 per cent
of her home.
‘I was worried it might be
difficult buying extra shares, but
it was straightforward – the So
Resi team guided me every step
of the way.’

SUCCESS
IN STAGES:
Vuyo
Magwaza
now owns
all of her
property
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My

Secrets

of success
Lucy Alexander’s top property tips
LUCY’S TOP FIVE TIPS
FOR BUYING A PROPERTY
1. SORT OUT YOUR FINANCES

It’s important you have your
mortgage in place – that way you
can move quickly to secure the
best deal. Sellers and agents want
to know you’re a serious buyer,
so show them your credentials if
necessary. I’ve been known to
show estate agents my bank
statement in order to get them to
take me seriously.

2. TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

The more houses you see, the
more you figure out what you
need and want. I can’t look at
enough – I find it really exciting –
but if you’re unsure, take someone
knowledgeable with you.
If you’re the sort of person who
mentally moves into a house
before you walk through the door,
you’ll need to be strong-minded,
otherwise it’ll exhaust you. Have
two or three properties in the
running – if you don’t have all
your eggs in one basket,
you’re less likely to pay
over the odds.

3. BEFRIEND THE
LOCAL AGENTS…
AND MUMS AT THE
SCHOOL GATE

REX / SHUTTERSTOCK

It’s always worth
building a
relationship
with estate
agents. Pop in,
phone them, pop
in again. Don’t
be a pest but be
‘extra’ – work
your charms, get
to know them.
Once properties go
online, you’re just a
number in a long line of
buyers, but if you befriend the
agent you stand more of a chance
of seeing the house before the
glossy photos have been done.
If there’s a house you’ve got
your eye on, chat to mums at
school gate, people in the pub.
There are so many deals to be
done before it even gets to the
estate agent.

4. MEET THE SELLER…
AND THE NEIGHBOURS!

Agents are always reluctant for
buyers and sellers to meet, but
you find out much more about the

I

F ANYONE knows the tricks of
the trade when it comes to buying
and selling houses, it’s Channel 4’s
Lucy Alexander. The property
presenter was just 16 when she
bought her first London flat and
has climbed the ladder in leaps
and bounds ever since, buying and selling
more than 20 homes along the way.
She and her husband, ex-Premiership
footballer Stewart Castledine, recently
consolidated most of their property
portfolio to build their dream Georgian-style
home in leafy Surrey, where they live with
their children Kitty, 15, and Leo, 12.
Following 13 years on BBC1’s Homes
Under The Hammer, Lucy – pictured
below – is now showing viewers how to
achieve luxury interiors for less in her
new show, Bang On Budget (Sundays at
5.35pm on Channel 4).
Here, she shares her secrets to getting the
best deal, whether you’re buying or selling…

house if the sellers show you
around. Quite simply, they know
more but they’re also more likely
to give away the bad stuff.
Play the caring card at all times
– I don’t mean that insincerely, but
it’s worth showing some emotion.
Everyone wants to sell their
lovely home to someone they like
and who loves it as much as they
do. Be careful, though – don’t rush
to tell them you’ll rip out the
avocado bathroom suite!
Knock on neighbours’ doors and
ask what it’s like living there. It’s
important to me that I’m not living
next to a house with a dog that
barks all day, or noisy kids.

5. USE YOUR SMARTPHONE

I like to take my own quick snaps
of different rooms – I think they
give a more honest impression
than estate agents and their
fish-eye lenses. I also write
things down in my notes so I can
remind myself later. The compass
on your smartphone is great for
checking which direction the
garden is facing – the agent will
always tell you it’s south-westerly
even if that’s a brazen lie.

LUCY’S TOP FIVE
TIPS FOR SELLING
1. DON’T OVER-PERSONALISE

Whenever I’m selling a house, I
get a big box with wheels and
chuck in all my personal stuff. No
one wants to see your disposable
razors and haemorrhoid cream
on display in the bathroom. Get rid
of coats on banisters, shoes strewn
around the hallway, ‘inappropriate’
posters in your teenager’s
bedroom – hide all of that stuff
away. Then I put the box in the car
and drive off. If your buyers are
anything like me, they’ll be savvy
and will be looking under beds and
in cupboards. You don’t want all
the clutter to fall out when they
open the hall cupboard.

2. DRESS TO IMPRESS

If I’m selling, I’ll steal my friends’
style to make sure the house looks
its best. One of my friends has two
really nice olive trees that look
great by the front door. Another
has a big mirror and a lovely old
lamp. I borrow them for a week,
dress my home, then arrange
block viewings and buy them
dinner as a thank you.
If that’s not an option, try shops
such as T K Maxx and Homesense
for great bargains that will make
your home look amazing. Dress

your house for the estate agent’s
pictures as well – and be around
for that photoshoot, because a lot
of photographers won’t worry
about making sure it looks good.
Be fussy – check that your bed
linen doesn’t look as if you’ve just
rolled out of it.

3. DO YOUR RESEARCH

Go and look at three other houses
in the same area at a similar price
so you are really aware of what
you’re up against. If an agent tells
you that you can get a million
pounds for your house, it’s
tempting to be swayed by that,
but if you know what others are
selling for, you can be more
realistic. Make your agents work
for their money – they know
they’re facing a lot of competition
these days. Give them a slidingscale commission depending on
the price they get for you. They
won’t like it but it’s worth a punt.

4. TIME IT RIGHT

I don’t think anyone really knows
what’s happening to the property
market with the uncertainty over
Brexit. I’d say that if you get a
good deal that financially stacks
up for you, there’s no reason not to
buy and sell now. Life is too short
not to move house and get on with
living – it’s only property
developers that play the waiting
game. But be sensible about when
you put your house up for sale.
Spring is the best time to sell. It’s
a time of new beginnings when
the daffodils come out and the sun
reappears. People tend to work
around school term times, so
September is also a very good
time. Avoid Christmas and the
summer holidays because
everyone is away.

5. SELL AT AUCTION
FOR A QUICK SALE

If you’re in a hurry to sell because
you want to be chain-free, selling
at auction is a great solution. I
sold my grandmother’s house at
auction and I got a good deal
quickly. Job done. A conventional
house purchase can take months:
everyone puts their life on hold,
then buyers can mess you around
at the last minute and the whole
thing falls through. At auction,
you get that instant gratification,
and the buyer has 28 days from
when the gavel falls to complete
the sale. For me it’s a brilliant way
to buy and sell.
M Lucy Alexander was talking
to Eve McGowan.
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How to make
the most of
moving to a
smaller home

HOME COMFORTS: The
Greenhouse and Pavilion at
Wadswick Green in Wiltshire.
Inset: One of the flats

By Siobhan McFadyen

A

downsizing
lowdown
The

DAVID JENSEN

T SOME point,
most of us reach
a stage when we
want to put our
feet up a bit more.
Maybe the way to
do that is to buy a
smaller home, so we don’t have to
look after all those empty rooms
where there used to be children.
Or perhaps move to a similar home
in a more remote area – thus releasing money for retirement.
Last year, retirement homebuilder McCarthy & Stone found
that 5.7 million people aged 65 or
over were considering downsizing.
Alternatively, you may want to
move to a retirement development,
where you can own your own home
but have professional assistance
on hand should you need it.
One of the benefits of downsizing
is that it can enable you to give
money to your children if they’re
trying to make their own way on
to or up the property ladder. But
any such moves are fraught with
financial considerations, so it’s
advisable to consult an expert on
tax and inheritance.
Craig Gibson, a partner at WDM
Chartered Accountants, says:

‘Homes are a massive asset for
people who have been committed
to them for decades, so understanding your options is essential, especially when you’re selling.’
And if you’re tempted to hand

over your house or large chunks of
money to your children, he says,
‘there are some ways to give your
children cash or your home, but
it’s very important to get good
independent financial advice’. For

instance, the annual allowance for
tax-free gifts to children (or anyone else) is £3,000 per person. But
parents can give up to £5,000 to
children as wedding or civilpartnership gifts tax-free. Regular

payments are exempt from inheritance tax, as long as they come
from your income and not your
savings and don’t significantly
affect your lifestyle.
When downsizing, it is important
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to consider what would be left to
your children when you die.
The inheritance-tax threshold currently stands at £325,000, and the
rate payable on estates of more than
that is 40 per cent of the amount
above £325,000. The exception is if
you are married, as you can pass
your full estate to your spouse in the
event of your death without paying
inheritance tax. By doing this you
also pass on your £325,000 inheritance-tax exemption, so £650,000 of
your combined estate would then
be free from inheritance tax.
If you go into residential care,
you may have to sell your home
to pay for it. One way to hold on
to your home so you can pass the
proceeds on to your children is to
buy in a retirement development,
like Wadswick Green in Wiltshire,
where help is on hand for that care.
However, exit fees that the development takes when you die will
deplete any money you can pass on
– as will service charges.
Another option to free up money
from your home is equity release.
You have to be over 55 to go down
this path, but it allows you to release
money as a lump sum, or in several
smaller amounts, or as a combination of both. And while equityrelease products give you access
to the cash in your home, they tend
to be more expensive than regular
mortgages and have associated
fees. Triggering equity release
may also affect your ability to
claim state benefits.
With so many people’s money
in bricks and mortar – and with,
these days, so many options
available to those reaching retirement age – it’s no wonder that
experts say it’s more important
than ever before to look at ‘succession planning’.

in partnership with

5

TOP TIPS FOR
DOWNSIZING

11

LUXURY LIVING:
One of Birchgrove’s
apartments in Sidcup

1 CHOOSE WITH CARE
Think about where you want to
live. It’s no good if you’re in a
lovely place but far from friends
and family.

2 GET TAX-WISE

Consider the tax implications of
a move. Moving to a cheaper
property may mean you pay less
inheritance tax, but it also means
you’ll pass on less property-wise.

3 CHECK THE
SMALL PRINT

Retirement developments come
with fees, such as service charges
and ‘exit fees’ when you die.
Check these carefully as they
could make a big difference.

4 BE SENSIBLE
ABOUT SELLING

Maximise the sale price of your
existing home. Get a number of
quotes from estate agents.
Make simple improvements,
but nothing too onerous as it
may not be cost-effective.

5 DON’T STORE
UP PROBLEMS

Carefully address what you
want to do with belongings that
won’t fit in your new home.
Could you sell some of them?
Or give some away to family
and friends, or to charity? Or
maybe a storage unit might
help, particularly if you’re in two
minds about some possessions.

Rent your way to riches
IN AMERICA, Australia and on the
Continent, renting in retirement is
much more popular than here.
The British obsession with home
ownership means we are keener
than those in other countries to tie
up our money in property.
But there was 13 per cent increase
in retired renters here between 2012
to 2016, according to the National
Landlords Association, and Scottish
Widows recently predicted figures
will double to nine million by 2022.
The luxury Birchgrove development
in Sidcup, South-East London, is
tapping into this trend and has a

model that sees retirees freeing up
cash by selling their homes and
renting. This way, says Birchgrove
managing director Honor
Barratt, right, they can afford a
lifestyle that would be beyond
them with home ownership, and
they are free to explore other ways
to pass money on to their children
rather than through their home.
Meanwhile, Platinum Skies has
developments in Dorset where
you can part-rent-part-buy
homes. It also has a payas-you-use servicecharge system.
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Invest in a
holiday pad,
buy-to-let or
student digs
for your child

13

Discover the joys
of lodge life

By Dominic Connolly
and Siobhan McFadyen

T

HERE may come
a time in your life
when – either
through canny saving and investment,
a windfall, or inheritance – you find
yourself with money burning a
hole in your pocket.
There are so many ways to make
it work to your advantage through
buying property, whether it be a
holiday home for you and your family, a house or flat you can rent out,
or somewhere for one of your children to live, possibly when they
are a student.
A holiday home in the sun is possibly the most immediately appealing option, with many places in
the Mediterranean still surprisingly inexpensive.
Specialists in international property Spot Blue International
are offering two-bedroom, twobathroom apartments in Iasos,
near Bodrum, Turkey, for £43,000.
There is off-street parking, the sea
is a ten-minute walk away and
Bodrum airport 45 minutes by

A TWO-BEDROOM
APARTMENT NEAR
BODRUM IS ON THE
MARKET FOR £43,000
car. There is a private garden and
communal pool. The resort has
24-hour security and a full-time
manager on site.
An apartment here could be used
exclusively for holidays or be
rented out as an investment.
Alternatively, £99,950 will buy
you a three-bedroom, semidetached villa in Davutlar, near
Kusadasi on Turkey’s west coast,
through Spot Blue. The three double bedrooms all have small balconies, and there are two bathrooms.
The villas are part of a complex
with three outdoor swimming pools,
some with water slides, as well as
basketball, volleyball and tennis
courts, plus 24-hour site security.
Julian Walker, of Spot Blue, says
that Turkey is proving particularly
good value for British holidaymakers because of the favourable currency rate between the pound and
Turkish lira. He also points to the
area around Bodrum becoming
more accessible as Turkish Airlines
has launched a new summer Gatwick to Bodrum route, running
every Wednesday and Saturday
until September 8.
Across the Mediterranean, the
property market in Ibiza is booming. Entry prices for villas, fincas
and apartments in some of the most
desirable locations increased once
again in 2017.
There have been increases of up
to 17 per cent for fincas in the north
of the island and 11 per cent for villas in the west. Florian Fischer,
managing partner of Engel & Völkers estate agents, which has two

By Dominic Connolly

Buying a

GREAT VALUE:
This threebedroom semidetached villa in
Davutlar, Turkey,
is £99,950

second

home

outlets on Ibiza, says the luxury
end of the market is strong: ‘The
number of properties coming on
to the market is growing in the
luxury segment,’ he says.
Engel & Völkers cited the sustained growth of private air traffic
to Ibiza – it rose by 8.5 per cent in
2017 – and an increase in the
number of wealthy visitors drawn
to the island’s marinas as indicators
that the rich are favouring the
island more and more.
The company anticipates that
residential properties on Ibiza will
continue to have a high level of
interest, particularly among international buyers and clients from
the Spanish mainland, with the current new construction activity
resulting in a higher availability of
quality properties on the market.
However, it feels strict building
regulations will mean that a scarcity in supply can be expected in
the long term.
For €550,000 (£481,000), Engel
& Völkers are selling a threebedroom, two-bathroom apartment on the second floor of the
building Nueva Ibiza, in Ibiza town.

IN DEMAND: A three-bedroom
apartment in this block in Ibiza
town, left, is selling for £481,000,
while various flats are for sale at
Bath’s Riverside development, right

There is air conditioning and the
block has a lift. There is also a
24-hour security service, gardens
and a communal pool.
If having a return on your investment is what you’re after, you may
feel more comfortable investing in
property in Britain. In which case
you could enter the buy-to-let market. One way to do this with the

confidence of knowing that you will
have a guaranteed income is to buy
in a development that promises a
certain yield.
Developer Crest Nicholson say
that investors will receive a return
of six per cent for two years if they
buy an apartment in Bath Riverside, a collection of flats and penthouse apartments a short walk

from the city centre. The variety of
accommodation – set on the banks
of the River Avon – stretches from
studios to four-bedroom homes.
Just across the river is the Royal
Victoria Park, a substantial green
area that includes botanical gardens, children’s play area, tennis
courts and Victorian landscaping.
However, it is northern England
that is regularly top when it comes
to percentage profit from buyto-lets. The cities of Liverpool,
Manchester, Sheffield and Leeds
have properties that can command
yields of eight per cent.
It’s surely no coincidence that
these cities also have high student
populations, and in recent years
landlords have profited from the
need for housing for the increasing
numbers of students in the areas.
But if there is someone in your
family moving to another part of
the country for further education,

why not buy a property for him or
her so you know they have somewhere decent to live when they are
there? And after they have left it
could be let to other students.
On pages two and three of this
supplement we have already dealt
with the benefits of new-builds,
particularly for first-time buyers.
Many of those incentives are
transferrable for the buy-tolet market.
While you won’t be able to take
advantage of Help to Buy, there are
other measures that developers
offer that might bring down the
cost of your investment.
Companies such as Galliard
Homes have a number of incentives, such as properties coming
fully furnished – as many of their
new-builds do, including Harbour
Central in London’s Docklands.
There, Galliard provide Smeg
integrated kitchen appliances and

free furniture packages that
include 40-50in LED TVs, Sonos
playbars and mood-lighting.
Across the Thames at Surrey
Quays, Galliard are specifically
targeting investors with their
offers at the Marine Wharf East
development.
Galliard are offering a three
per cent discount, a service charge
allowance plus a free parking
space with three-bedroom apartments there.
And in Shoreditch, at their Stage
development, Galliard are offsetting the extra three per cent Stamp
Duty surcharge that investors pay
if buying additional residential
properties within England, Wales
and Northern Ireland.
The Stage also has a unique history to it – the 37-storey tower will
include 412 apartments designed
around the remains of Shakespeare’s original Curtain Theatre.

WHEN it comes to holiday homes in Britain,
park homes can work out very cost effective.
Because of how they are constructed, they are
often a lot cheaper than traditional bricks and
mortar houses. And some are located in the most
spectacular settings.
One example is Palstone Lodges, in the pretty
village of South Brent in Devon’s beautiful
South Hams. The site includes a collection of
contemporary cedar lodges set among landscaped
grounds which boast more than 1,000 species of
rare and exotic plants, trees and shrubs from
around the world.
It extends to five and half acres on the edge of
Dartmoor and, as the grounds were established
more than 25 years ago, the plots have the privacy
that a mature woodland setting can afford.
Co-owner Matt Morgan grew up on the farm
where the lodges now sit and has been planning
the site for more than 30 years.
Six lodges are currently available to buy,
starting from £175,000 for a two-bedroom and
rising to £255,000 for a three-bedroom lodge.
Peter and Yvette Cheeseman, both retirees from
Dorset, say they made a lifestyle investment when
they purchased their Palstone lodge and claim
their family now saves £10,000 a year on holidays.
‘We had money available from our pension and
we were trying to think about what we might be
able to buy,’ says Peter.
‘We liked the idea of escaping to Devon to get
away from our busy lives in Dorset where I still
have business interests and Yvette competes with
her horses.’
What really stood out for Peter and Yvette were
the secluded plots the lodges were sat on and how
they are exclusively for the use of owners, their
friends and family only.
‘That gave us the added confidence that we were
making the right decision,’ says Peter. ‘It meant
that we could have certainty and peace of mind
that people buying at Palstone Lodges genuinely
cared about their property and who stays there.’
Peter and Yvette’s four children also enjoy their
Devon bolt-hole. ‘For them, it’s a free holiday,’

DEVON DELIGHT: One of the Palstone lodges,
with patio, above, which cost from £175,000
says Peter. ‘We take pleasure in the fact that
we’re giving them something special as part of
our family unit.’
Each plot has a 125-year licence and annual
service charges of £2,750, plus VAT, which
covers garden and grounds maintenance and
general insurance. Each property is free from
Stamp Duty and Council Tax.
The lodges are designed as holiday homes and
not places of permanent residence.
Rebecca and Phil Grant, from Harpenden in
Hertfordshire, often come to their Palstone lodge
with their children Rory and Oscar.
‘For me, working in horticulture, the attraction
came from the setting, with established planting
and carefully curated landscaping,’ says Rebecca.
‘It seemed to suit us perfectly. We wanted a gentle,
soft green space.’
Since buying more than ten years ago, they have
visited the lodge most months, taking extra time
there in the summers.
Rebecca and Phil have made good friends with
the neighbours and even socialise with them
away from Palstone Lodges. Rebecca feels this
has been of vital importance to them, and even
more so now they have a young family.
‘When we visit now we know people are
there, some of whom have become great friends,
but we can’t hear or see them from our lodge,’
says Rebecca.
‘It’s really nice to have a sense that everyone
who has a home there wants a similar way of life.’

REGULARS: Phil and Rebecca Grant,
with their children Rory and Oscar, are
frequent visitors to Palstone Lodges,
with their smart, modern kitchens, above
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Enjoy a fabulous
retirement with
everything from
luxurious pools
to penthouses

Living the

high-life

R
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By Emily Hill
ETIREMENT
shouldn’t mean
retiring from the
finer things in life
– it ought to mean
finally having a
chance to enjoy
them. Now, thanks to the very latest in retirement developments,
this is more possible than ever.
Whether you want to sunbathe
on the balcony of your luxury
penthouse suite, keep your body
in tip-top condition with the latest
wellness treatments or take a morning dip in a specially created outdoor swimming pond, there are so
many options to consider when
securing five-star accommodation
for your golden years.
If you’d like to try the lifestyle
before you buy, one place to
start could be LifeCare Residences’ Battersea Place in
London, which has an open
day on July 3.
There are apartments and
penthouses to buy, and you
can book short stays in the
development’s Albert
Suites – 30 specially
designed apartments providing
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tailored, dignified and discreet
care. One recent customer is Carolyn Eadie, pictured below, a retired
headhunter and the wife of Michael
Portillo. She booked in to recuperate after a hip operation.
‘I stayed for two weeks
because my husband was
working overseas and I needed
that extra support to recover,’
she says. ‘There wasn’t any
point in trying to go home on my
own, only to grapple with
the stairs, so I thought I’d
check in for a short stay
at Albert Suites. ‘After

three days I was up and walking
with one stick because I was determined – but also because I had the
right medical support and followed
sensible advice. We built up my
exercises steadily, initially using
the on-site gym and working up to
walking around Battersea Park.’
If more permanent living arrangements are required, there is a more
rock ’n’ roll retirement on offer in
the penthouse of Retirement Villages’ development in Cranleigh,
Surrey. Dubbed the Elmbridge
Suite, this spacious £780,000 second-floor apartment has a kitchen

HAVEN:
Steepleton in
Tetbury and,
right, Albert
Suites in
London
decked out in Italian quartz and
views over landscaped grounds.
The master bathroom has a doubleended bath, walk-in shower and
his-and-hers basins. On-site facilities include a surgery, visiting GP
and 24-hour emergency service,
Other options are provided by
Pegasus Life – which focuses par-

ticularly on health and wellness – at
locations across Britain.
Best for the body is Chapelwood in
Wilmslow, Cheshire. Centred around
a hydrotherapy pool and therapy
area, it includes a state-of-the-art
gym. All apartments are in keeping
with the area’s Victorian heritage,
with prices from £367,950.
Nestled on the edge of Horsell
Common in Surrey, Pegasus Life’s
Moor’s Nook overlooks the local
cricket ground. There are 34
one- and two-bedroom apartments
priced from £391,500.
For breathtaking coastal views,
it would be worth exploring a
move to Hortsley in the Sussex
town of Seaford. These 38 one- and
two-bedroom apartments are based
around an eye-catching spiral staircase. Prices start from £283,950.
But perhaps the ultimate firstclass experience when it comes
to retirement with
Pegasus
Life is its
flagship
Cotswolds
project,
Steepleton
in Tetbury.
Intended
as a contemporary take
on a traditional farmstead, this
tranquil haven was imagined with
the nature-lover in mind. It has
specially designed walkways and
small bridges over a pond created
for peaceful outdoor swimming.
Here, there are 113 one-, two- and
three-bedroom apartments. Prices
start at £351,000 – almost a snip
for such a lap of luxury.
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Young at

Modern retirement villages
offer an astonishing array of
activities to inspire residents

F

OR many people,
retirement means
taking it easy and not
doing anything too
physically demanding. But at retirement
developments up and
down the country, there’s a huge
variety of ways to keep active.
The women at Bishopstoke Park
village, near Eastleigh in Hampshire, might just have taken this
to a new level. They formed a
cheerleading group, the Bishopstoke Belles, to give colourful
support to the local walking football team in a crunch match
last September.
With the help of fitness instructor
Liz Kelly, the Belles perfected a
three-and-a-half-minute routine to
the song Uptown Funk, and at the
match – won by Bishopstoke – there
were calls for an encore.
The Belles are now hoping for
another chance to shake their hips

By Victoria Bell
and pom-poms, and already have
some ideas for their next routine.
‘We all love to stay fit and healthy
and the cheerleading is a wonderful way for us all to connect,’ says
Alison Frankel, one of the first
residents at the village when she
moved there three years ago.
The Belles practised two to three
times a week for their moment of
glory in the autumn, making use of
the facilities and fitness classes the
retirement village offers.
‘Everyone here looks out for each
other and the classes help all of us
to bond and do something active
together as a group,’ says Alison.
Liz Kelly, a former national gymnast who represented Great Britain
in her teens, choreographed the
Uptown Funk routine. She says:
‘They were brilliant. Obviously we
take age into consideration and

SWEET SPOT:
Residents learn
to make truffles
at Grove Court
in Crosby

wouldn’t want to push people,
because it’s just a bit of fun and a
bonding exercise.’
She adds: ‘I was really proud of
the group. The football team, who
ended up winning the match,
bought them all ice creams as a
reward for their hard work.’
Along the South Coast in Exeter’s
Millbrook Village, designed by
award-winning Renaissance
Villages, retirees take part in t’ai
chi classes. ‘It really calms my
nerves and makes me feel so much
more positive and relaxed,’ says
resident Christine King, 72,
who has noticed a huge change in

her health since starting the class.
Her posture and energy levels
have improved immeasurably,
she says.
Taking part in such activities
regularly can lower the risk of
least 20 ailments, including diabetes, obesity, heart disease, osteoporosis, Alzheimer’s and some
cancers – not to mention the emotional and psychological benefits
they can bring.
One of Britain’s largest retirement living providers, McCarthy &
Stone, take pride in the social activities that go on at their villages.
Over the past 12 months, 27,600

social events were held across
McCarthy & Stone’s managed
properties, including a pie and ale
tasting event at Devonshire Grange
in Roundhay, Leeds; a summer
garden party at Brunlees Court in
Southport, with live music from
the Marshside Brass Band;
inter-generational storytelling for
World Book Day at Burey Court in
Longridge, Lancashire, with pupils
from Barnacre Road Primary
School; a chocolate-making event
at Grove Court in Crosby, Merseyside; and a flower-arranging
masterclass at Mulberry Court in
Blaby, Leicestershire.
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Simple ways to future-proof your home without spoiling its looks

Accessible style
T

HERE’S never been
a better time to
rethink your living
space to make it
more accessible,
thanks to a wealth of
stylish yet practical
products. Whether you’re caring
for elderly parents or want to guarantee your ‘forever home’ stays
that way, adding well-designed
mobility aids is a smart move.
More than ever, products that
make it easier to carry on enjoying
your property into your senior
years are sleek, cleverly disguised
and serve as functional features
that can be used by any member
of the household.

CREATE A
BEAUTIFUL BATHROOM

ADAPTING a bathroom for later in
life doesn’t have to mean obtrusive
bars and plastic stools. The latest

By Rachel Ogden
products are practical as well as
aesthetically pleasing.
For example, a wall-mounted
toilet that’s hung slightly higher,
or simply a taller version, will be
easier to use in years to come, while
adaptable grab rails, such as Bathstore’s brushed aluminium or
chrome ones, can double up as
towel rails or hanging space.
Far from being bulky and ugly,
the latest walk-in baths come with
designer good looks. Duravit’s
contemporary Shower + Bath, for
example, has a glass door and
seating pad, so you can sit and dry
yourself afterwards or use it as a
back-rest in the bath. Alternatively,
a walk-in wetroom-style area with
a flush-to-floor tray is a great way
of accessing a shower step-free.
Opt for a ‘tanked’ wetroom that’s
fully sealed underneath and you

can include a built-in bench,
allowing you to wash while seated.

STEP UP TO STAIR SAFETY

YOU can make simple alterations
to prevent tripping on the stairs.
If you have an open staircase,
add risers to fill in the gaps and
minimise the chance of falling. It’s
also a good idea to install lighting
next to each step – low-energy
LED strips or recessed lights will
illuminate the treads, so you can
see the edges clearly. You can use a
contrasting colour to make the
edges more visible, and grab bars
at the top and bottom of the stairs
will also help – several are finished
in contemporary stainless steel or

will match your banister so they’re
less obvious.
If using the stairs becomes
difficult, think about a stairlift.
Several manufacturers produce
versions that can be customised in
different materials and trims,
such as Stannah’s Starla. Stairlifts
are also available for outside –
great if you have a garden at the
end of a set of uneven steps.
Another solution is installing a
home lift – as handy for popping
upstairs with a pile of laundry as
it is for gliding down to breakfast.
Many are self-contained, compact
versions that won’t need major
structural alterations so they can
be installed almost anywhere.

EASY LIVING:
An elegant,
step-free
double shower
with seats,
above, and
a home lift
system, right.
Far left: A
walk-in bath
and shower
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